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the news is carried to all parts of the country, and large
numbers of Jams assemble to pay him worship For fifteen
days, it is said, the monk is sometimes able to maintain a sitting
posture , after that time he lies along on the flooi The per-
sons who suiround him dab his feverish body with moist
cloths, but are careful to prevent his receiving sustenance of
any kind
From the day on which the monk has taken the vow prepara-
tions are commenced for his funeral A litter is constructed,
and ornamented with colored paper and tinsel, upon which the
juttee, when his last moments approach, is placed in a sitting
posture Music sounds before him as he is carried out in
procession, and women who seek the blessing of a male child
strive to secure it by creeping beneath his litter, or by joining
in the scramble for fiagments of his clothes
The fourteenth of the light half of Bhadrupud is called
* Anund Choudush,' or the joyful fourteenth The name is,
however, originally derived from ' Ununt,' one of the titles of
Shesh-Nag, the supporter of the world Vows for almost any
purpose are made to Ununt They must be kept for fourteen
years , but the observance is not apparently very burdensome,
consisting meiely in wearing a bracelet of red string with four-
teen knots in it, on the upper part of the right arm Vishnoo
must be worshipped at the tune of taking the vow, and an
offering must be presented to him of dishes, the names of which
are of the masculine gender The bracelet is changed every
year, and on the teimmation of the fourteenth year the votary
performs * Oodyapun,' a ceremony which releases him from
the vow, and which consists in performing a fire-sacrifice, and
making, of different grams, a mansion for Vishnoo, upon which
he places fourteen copper cups containing cocoa-nuts The
Dev is invited into the mansion, and the usual acts of worship
are performed The votary who thus acquires his release
presents to persons inclined to receive the vow fourteen
bracelets He also invites the family priest and his -wife
and presents to them, after having worshipped them, fourteen
complete suits of clothes, under the title of * Ooma Muheshwur'
* The Book of Ununt,' which professes to be a portion of
one of the Poorans, contains several stories, which relate how

